
“Loot or Find:  Fact or Frame?” 

With a partner, please discuss and respond in writing to the semantics of the following 

passages.  Consider specifically what is being argued, its surrounding context, and of course 

your perceptions of it: 

1. “Facts are important—indeed crucial—since so much of public opinion is grounded in 

misinformation.  We simply do not think that there is a linear progression between raw 

empiricism and more enlightened public opinion about race and racism.  Put another 

way, we do not think that facts speak for themselves” (Harris and Carbado 623). 

2. “The gradual ascendency and eventual racial dominance of color blindness frames the 

facts of racial inequality [. . .] as a function of something other than racism.  Because 

scientists have largely repudiated the notion of biological inferiority, color blindness 

frames the problem of racial disadvantage in terms of conduct [. . .] were black people to 

engage in normatively appropriate cultural practices—work hard, attend school, avoid 

drugs, resist crime—they would transcend their current social status and become part 

of the truly advantaged” (624). 

3. “These frames made it difficult for us to make sense of reported instances of ‘guys who 

looked like thugs, with pants hanging down around their asses,’ engaged in frantic 

efforts to get people collapsing from heat and exhaustion out of the Superdome and into 

a nearby makeshift medical facility.  These images did not make racial sense.  There 

was no ready-made social frame within which the image of black male rescuers could be 

placed” (632).   
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